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FUN WITH 
FOOD!

RIDDLES TIME –
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Without proper information about 
healthy lifestyle practices, those habits 
that were formed during the early years 
of development may have a profound 
negative  impact in later life. It is therefore 
essential that children are taught in 
their initial growing stages about the 
importance of making healthy food 
choices, engaging in regular exercise, and 
inculcating a positive lifestyle. 

Learning while having fun is an essential 
part in ensuring that these health and 
lifestyle messages can be used to teach 
children in an interactive and exciting 
manner. Some examples of interactive 
learning include games, puzzles, riddles  
and quizzes. 

Here are some simple riddles to help 
children learn about the importance of 
incorporating fruits and vegetables  
as part of a healthy and balanced 
nutritious diet.

Age group: Children 5-10 years

Material needed: Riddle sheet, pens

Setting: The riddles could be part of 
summer camps or holiday camps for 
children, cubs and bulbuls groups, part 
of recipe or salad making workshops for 
kids and so on.

How to do the activity?

The riddles can be played individually, 
in pairs or groups. The child/group 

is given a riddle sheet and asked to 
complete it within 10 to 15 minutes. 
The child/group that finishes first with 
the most correct responses is the winner. 
Prizes could be fruits and vegetables, 
ensuring the message of healthy eating is 
reinforced. If younger children are not be 
able to read the riddle sheet, it is advised 
that a facilitator reads out the riddles 
and the children’s responses are written 
down by the facilitator.

Points of discussion after  
the activity 

The following points can be discussed 
after the riddles are complete.

 ○ Water helps with digestion and helps 
to prevent constipation. Therefore, 
it is recommended that we drink 
8-10 glasses of water every day. The 
children can be asked how many 
glasses of water they drink daily to 
facilitate discussion

 ○ Eggs are an excellent source of protein 
and provide essential nutrients, 
such as vitamin A. Concerns linking 
cholesterol in eggs to heart disease is 
no longer a worry

 ○ It’s not just apples, but fruits in general 
that are packed with vitamins and 
minerals, which are necessary for good 
health, help fight infection and disease, 
and hence keep the doctor away

 ○  It is important to eat a variety of 
colourful fruits and vegetables. The 
children could be asked about their 
favourite fruit or vegetable to facilitate 
discussion. The analogy of a rainbow 
is a good example to illustrate the 
importance of including a variety of 
fruits and vegetables in one’s diet for 
good health

GREEN = Spinach, okra/  
ladies finger, peas…

RED = Watermelon, cherries,  
tomatoes, pomegranates…

YELLOW/ ORANGE = Pumpkin, 
orange, carrot..

WHITE = Potato, radish, cauliflower,  
onion, banana…

BLUE/PURPLE = brinjal/eggplant, 
blueberries, plums…

 ○ Whenever possible eat fruits and 
vegetables with the peel on, ensuring 
you get more fibre; which can help to 
prevent constipation

 ○ Consider choosing whole fruits more 
often than juice

 ○ Enjoy salad as part of your meal,  
and fruit slices and vegetable sticks 
(carrot, cucumber) are good  
snack options

Early childhood years serve as a foundation for later adult life. Good habits with regard  
to diet, exercise, and lifestyle are best formed during the younger, more impressionable years. 
Children are influenced by their peers, family, and popular culture mediums like television, 
movies, magazines, books and advertisements, all of which help to collectively shape their 
lifestyles, both positively and negatively.
Some of the common problems faced by children due to lack of information about healthy 
practises are obesity, disordered eating habits, poor dental hygiene and lack of physical activity.
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Riddles  

I am green on the outside,
Red on the inside
And have black spots.                                            
What am I?

I am transparent and you cannot  
live without me.
Every day you need to drink  
8-10 glasses of me.
What am I?

I have a white shell on the outside.
A yellow sphere on the inside.
You can have me boiled, fried  
or poached.               
What am I?

I am brown and round,
And always have my jacket on.
What am I?

I could be purple, white or green.
I have a crown on me like a queen.
What am I?

I am a fruit and also a colour.
What am I?
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Eating me every day keeps  
the doctor away. 
What am I?

I could be purple, yellow or white.
When you peel me,
I make you cry.
What am I?

I am green and tender,
Long like a young woman’s finger
But even a man can eat me.
What am I?

I could be red or orange,
Bunny rabbits nibble on me with glee.
What am I?

I am yellow, orange, round but not small,
I was turned into a chariot so Cinderella 
could go to the ball.
What am I?

Popeye the sailor-man loves to eat me.
But children mock and make faces at me.
What am I?
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Solutions

Watermelon

Orange or Peach

Potato

Apple

Carrot

Ladies finger/Okra
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Solutions  |  Cont’d

Brinjal/Eggplant

Onion

Egg

Pumpkin

Spinach

Water
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Contributors

Purpose

○	Empower the Jamat  
with knowledge and  
tools to adopt healthier  
eating habits and lifestyles 

○	Support the institutions  
in their efforts to reduce  
the burden of non-
communicable diseases

Vision

To establish The Ismaili 
Nutrition Centre as the trusted 
global resource for individuals 
and institutions in the domain 
of nutritional health. The Ismaili 
Nutrition Centre will inspire its 
users to adopt healthier eating 
habits and lifestyles; ultimately 
to reduce the risk of diet-related 
non-communicable diseases.

Mission

The Ismaili Nutrition Centre  
will work in collaboration 
with the AKHBs and other 
institutions to support their 
mandate of reducing the risk of 
non-communicable diseases. 
It will cater to the needs of 
the diverse Ismaili Muslim 
community by providing easy 
access to recipes, articles and 
tools; empowering users to make 
informed choices & meaningful 
changes. The Ismaili Nutrition 
Centre will aim to build strategic 
alliances with external reputable 
partners with a common 
purpose and a shared vision.

Values

We believe in:
○	Health
○	Collaboration
○	 Empowerment
○	 Excellence
○	Diversity
○	 Evidence-base
○	 Service 

The Ismaili Nutrition Centre Ambition 


